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DAY 1: WHY DO YOU WANT TO BUILD A
PERSONAL BRAND?
Welcome to the #UnignorableChallenge. I’m challenging
you this month to join me on a journey to build an
unignorable reputation. So today’s challenge: Think about
why you want to build a personal brand. Now write it down. 

Be sure to keep this somewhere safe. You are going to
want to look back at it over the coming weeks. Nothing is
more important than your WHY when it comes to being
unignorable.

DAY 2: WHAT MOTIVATES YOU?
For today’s #UnignorableChallenge I want you to think
about your current motivation. On a scale of one to ten
how motivated do you feel? Write this down. Think about
three things you could do to increase your motivation this
week.

DAY 3: WHAT IS HOLDING YOU BACK?
Today’s #UnignorableChallenge: What is holding you
back? Write down three things that are stopping you from
achieving your goals right now. These can be small or large.
Anything from I don’t have time, to I don’t know how. One
of the best ways to start changing your mindset already is
to face your fears head on.



DAY 4: TAG A FRIEND WHO...
To become unignorable and build a successful personal
brand, we all need support along the way.
For today’s #UnignorableChallenge, tag a friend, colleague
or family member in this post who you think could also
benefit from this challenge. Together you’ll keep each
other accountable, and can ask them for advice, help or
support.

DAY 5: WHAT WILL YOU GAIN BY BUILDING A
PERSONAL BRAND?
In uncertain times, our reputation is our greatest asset. For
today’s #UnignorableChallenge, answer the following
question: What will you gain by building a personal brand?

DAY 6: WHAT WILL YOU AVOID BY BUILDING A
PERSONAL BRAND?
Invisibility is not a good business or career strategy. Hence
today’s #UnignorableChallenge: what can you avoid by
building a personal brand?

DAY 7: WHAT IS THE ONE THING YOU WANT
TO ACHIEVE THIS YEAR?
What is the one BIG thing you want to achieve
professionally in the next year? Dreaming big encourages
creative thinking which in turn leads to bigger results.
Hence today’s #UnignorableChallenge: write down the one
thing you want to achieve this year.



DAY 8: WHAT DO YOU STAND FOR?
When building a personal brand, it is important that it
reflects your values. This way you stay true to yourself and
attract the right people and opportunities. For today’s
#UnignorableChallenge, list your 3 to 4 core values.

DAY 9: WHAT DO YOU WANT TO BE KNOWN FOR?
What is the ONE thing that you want to be known for? If
there is one thing your audience should remember about
you, what would it be? Hence today’s challenge is to
complete the following sentence: I want to be known for…

DAY 10: WHO IS YOUR AUDIENCE?
Your message will resonate with your audience, but no one
else. It will be insightful and helpful for them, and only for
them. So, today’s challenge is: Who do you want to reach?
This exercise is most powerful if you describe the ideal
persona you want to reach in detail. Not just their
demographics, but also their psychographics (how they
think and feel).
They will be the 10, 100 or 1000 people who form the core of
your audience. They can make the biggest positive
difference to your business.

DAY 11: WHAT ARE THE WAYS OF
COMMUNICATING THAT GIVE YOU ENERGY?
Building a personal brand should be a mission-driven
passion project. You are sharing to the world the topics
that you love. This should be a source of joy and energy.



So, for today, I would love to hear: What are the ways of
communicating that give you energy? Is it public speaking,
LinkedIn, podcasts or writing books?
For me, it is talking with people, not at people - something
I only realised a few months ago.

DAY 12: WHAT PROBLEM DO YOU SOLVE
A personal brand must never be a vanity project. On the
contrary, its purpose is to solve problems at scale for
others. The better known you are, the more people you can
help. Hence today’s #UnignorableChallenge: what problem
do you solve?

DAY 13: WHAT STORY DO YOU WANT TO
TELL?
For today’s challenge, we are going to look at storytelling.
Storytelling is hardwired into us humans. We invest in a
personal story. It makes you unique and relatable. It makes
you unignorable.
So for today’s #UnignorableChallenge, answer the
question: What story do you want to tell?

DAY 14: WHAT IS YOUR KEY MESSAGE?
How do you want to make the world better? In what ways
do you make the lives of others easier or better?
Your key message is the single, defining thing that you
want to share with the world. It is the mark you make, the
value you add.
So for today’s #UnignorableChallenge, answer: What is
your key message?



DAY 15: WHAT FORM OF CONTENT DO YOU
FOCUS ON TO SHARE YOUR UNIQUE VOICE?
Personal branding is not about adding to the noise.
However, content can be very useful if used strategically.
Harnessing social and digital media the right way can
make you unignorable. 
So for today’s #UnignorableChallenge, what form of
content do you focus on to share your unique voice?

DAY 16: HOW DO YOU WANT TO COME ACROSS
ONLINE?
Your online presence should just be a curated extension of
who you really are. An online persona should always be
authentic.
So for today’s #UnignorableChallenge, ask yourself: How do
you want to come across online?

DAY 17: HOW CAN YOU BUILD A COMMUNITY
AROUND YOU?
Networks of like-minded people are an invaluable resource
in any aspect of your life. Building a community takes
conscious effort but ROI is high. As you provide them with
insights and content they care about, they become active
and engaged members of your community.
For today’s #UnignorableChallenge: How can you build a
community around you?

DAY 18: WHAT MAKES YOU A TRUSTED
ADVISOR IN YOUR FIELD?



Your personal brand brings your unique perspective to a
committed audience. Your brand should help you reinforce
your status as a trusted advisor, making your indispensable
to your clients.With personal branding, you elevate yourself
from remarkable to unignorable.
So, for today’s #UnignorableChallenge, answer the
following question: what makes you a trusted advisor in
your field?

DAY 19: WHAT MAKES YOU RESILIENT?
Skills can be learnt and can become obsolete. Resilience
stays. It’s a superpower. A first-rate reputation or personal
brand is a cornerstone of resilience in business. It protects
us against forces that are outside of our control. You can be
fired from a job, but you can’t be fired from your personal
brand.
So for today’s #UnignorableChallenge: What makes you
resilient?

DAY 20: HOW DO YOU DELIGHT YOUR
CUSTOMERS?
When building a personal brand, you can surprise your
clients or customers by over-delivering. Promise them 80%
and deliver 100%. Your delighted customers will be sure to
tell their friends and colleagues about the experience they
had with you and your brand. A job well done is not
enough. People don’t talk about your hard work unless
they are positively delighted.
For today’s #UnignorableChallenge: How do you delight
your clients?



DAY 21: HOW ARE YOU MAKING YOUR
PERSONAL BRANDING EFFORTS STRATEGIC?
If the work you put into your brand is inconsistent, you
won’t get traction. Many start highly motivated but get
discouraged quickly because they don’t see the results. We
see more promising results when we approach personal
branding strategically. This will require some commitment
each and every day, but the results are significant. By
thinking strategically, you will actually save yourself time
and enjoy the process.
So for today’s #UnignorableChallenge: how are you making
your personal branding efforts strategic?

DAY 22: HOW DO YOU CHANGE YOUR MINDSET?
Nearly all of us carry some sort of limiting belief in
ourselves. It’s all about understanding that your potential is
within your control. When you come to that
understanding, the power of your potential grows
dramatically. We can grow our potential by unlearning the
false assumptions we have about ourselves. Jim Kwik,
author of Limitless, poses this question: “So how do you
minimise these limiting beliefs and develop a super-hero
mindset?”
So for today’s #UnignorableChallenge: How do you change
your mindset?

DAY 23: HOW DO YOU AVOID THE 'I DON'T
HAVE TIME TRAP'?
From emails to chores to extra projects at work, lack of
time always seems to get in the way. No doubt, we are
busier than ever. But busy doing what? How much of this
time actually gets us closer to our goals?



Rather than filling our days with activities that are
irrelevant in the great scheme of things, it pays to be
intentional with our time.
Be a producer not a consumer: Instead of spending time
on anxiety-inducing activities like watching the news,
optimise your schedule to focus on tasks that really make a
difference. Once your mindset shifts, you will find that you
have time for personal branding, because it brings you
closer to your dream career and life.
So for today’s #UnignorableChallenge: What can I stop
doing so I can schedule just 2h per week to build my
presence?

DAY 24: WHAT MAKES YOU RESILIENT?
Many people seek to follow those individuals online that
view the world from a relatable perspective. When building
a personal brand, it is important to centre your values in
the way that you behave and communicate. The result is
that you build an audience who understands that purpose.
They are more receptive to your ideas and even your
products, because they are confident it is coming from
someone who shares their world view, someone working
towards a common vision.
So for today’s #UnignorableChallenge: What values do you
and your audience share?

DAY 25: WHO ARE YOUR TOP 10?
When building your personal brand, you need to make
sure you are adding value to those who matter. In this
instance, I like using the “top ten” exercise:Who are the top
ten people that will make the biggest difference to your
journey?



Talk to them and learn how you can provide them value.
What are their pain-points? How can you help? Once you
have answered these questions, you will be able to create
content that is valuable to your top ten. Your aim is to be
famous for the few, not the many.
So for today’s #UnignorableChallenge: Who are your top
10?

DAY 26: WHAT IS YOUR BRAND STATEMENT?
Brand statements lay out your intentions, values and skills
in a compelling narrative. For traditional big brands, this
brand statement might be found on their company
website or it might be an internal document that
constantly informs strategic decisions the company makes.
For a personal brand it is effectively your LinkedIn bio, the
“About Me” text on your website or the prose at the top of
your CV. Remember that no matter what you say, people
will only remember one key message in a piece of text.
For today’s #UnignorableChallenge: What is your brand
statement?

DAY 27: WHAT DO YOU DIFFERENTLY FROM
OTHERS IN YOUR LINE OF BUSINESS?
A personal branding strategy needs differentiation. “Great
products and services” won’t cut it. With a strategy that
stands out from the crowd, it should be very clear to your
audience who you are, what you believe in and what you
can add to their lives. What they get with you, they can’t
get anywhere else.
So for today’s #UnignorableChallenge: What do you do
differently from others in your line of business?



DAY 28: IS YOUR PERSONAL WEBSITE YOUR
DIFFERENTIATOR?
Websites are differentiators. They introduce your audience
to your values and to your purpose. A website should keep
the visitor top-of-mind at all times. From design to content,
a personal website is fundamentally about who it serves. A
personal website is a digital business card and much,
much more. You have complete ownership of your
website. You can collect email addresses, get subscribers
to your newsletter, even sell products. It can be a great
depository for all of the work you want to display, all of the
articles you have written, or all of the art you have created.
So for today’s #UnignorableChallenge: Is your personal
website your differentiator?

DAY 29: HOW DO YOU MAKE YOUR PERSONAL
BRAND A HABIT?
What separates the professional from the amateur when it
comes to sustaining a personal brand is that professionals
plan ahead. Content calendars are your secret weapon
here. Content calendars help keep you on track and ensure
that you sustain the personal brand you worked so hard to
build. A little effort goes a long way with content calendars.
They are the go-to tool for anyone who wants to be
successful on social media. Most professionals use a
monthly content calendar that spans all of their channels
and all of their content.
So for today’s #UnignorableChallenge: How do you make
your personal brand a habit?



DAY 30: HAVE YOU ELEVATED YOURSELF FROM
REMARKABLE TO UNIGNORABLE?
Congratulations on making it through the
#UnignorableChallenge. This challenge has guided you
through the 30-day process of building your personal
brand and boosting your business. You are now on your
way to becoming unignorable.
I very much hope you took as much out from this
challenge as I did. I really enjoyed seeing some of you
complete the 30 days with care and rigour. 
With the foundations of your personal brand in place, it is
time to use your personal brand to create opportunities
that demonstrate your expert-level knowledge in your
field.You should curate your personal brand in a way that
brings your unique perspective to a committed audience
and reinforce your status as a trusted advisor.
With your personal brand in place, you can now dedicate
your time to creating something remarkable for your
dream clients or your target audience. Your goal is to
create an ecosystem surrounding your personal brand.
So for today’s final #UnignorableChallenge: Have you
elevated yourself from remarkable to unignorable?



Proven method to get great results in
30 days
Half-day bootcamp with Oliver to fast-
track your success
Monthly Ask-Me-Anything with Oliver
Online course with 9 modules
Access to the online community

The 30-day personal branding
programme

WHAT'S NEXT 

Congratulations on making it through the challenge.

If you found this useful, you can also check out my other
free guides at www.oliveraust.com. If you believe you could
benefit from a more personal experience, we can build
your personal brand together. 

I have designed an intensive and actionable 30-day
programme to help people like yourself take control of
their reputation. My team and I are with you every step of
the way to ensure you see transformative results quickly.

Now is the best time to start investing in you and your
personal brand. 

Good luck!
Oliver

www.oliveraust.com
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